What’s On:
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WEEK B
Wednesday 31 July
07h30 JP Music Concert (Fairlawn)
13h30 PAT Chats: JP and Grade 5 (no G5
afternoon classes)
15h00 Combined staff meeting
16h45 Grade 7 Play dress rehearsal
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full of life (and occasionally lonely)
gave me pause to think about how
we relate to the elderly in our
community.

Thursday 1 August

Research shows that the companionship and love provided by grandparents have a measurable effect on
the wellbeing of their grandchildren.
Those children fortunate enough to
live close to their grandparents or
other extended family suffer less from
anxiety, experience fewer emotional
and behavioural problems and enjoy
easier relationships with their peers.
Simply by being there, grandparents can share some of the burden
parents carry for socialising their
children; their presence in a child’s
life can reduce the adverse impact on
a child of unstable family situations or
difficulties at school and complement
good quality relationships between
children and their parents.

07h30 SP Parade Practice
13h30 PAT Chats - JP and Grade 7 (no
G7 afternoon classes)
14h00 Last JP sports session for the term
16h45 Grade 7 Play rehearsal & photos

Friday 2 August
09h30 Grade 7 Production: Shrek (visiting
schools/JP and PP performance)
13h00 PAT Chats (JP only)
14h00 Football: U10A vs Grahamstown
Primary (Top Field)
14h00 Football: U12A vs Grahamstown
Primary (Hodgson Field)
14h00 Football: U13B vs Sophia Football
Club (Knowling 1, SAC)
14h15 Football: U11A/U13A vs Merrifield
Primary (A) Bus departs 11h00
16h00 Football: U13C vs SAC U14C
(Knowling 1)
Weekend Duty: Mr Warren van Vuuren

Sunday 4 August

Dear Parents

09h00 Golf: Belmont Valley Golf Club
17h00 Family Service (SAC Chapel)

To misquote Harold Wilson, a week is
a long time in a school!
To say that we have been busy at
Prep over the past few weeks is an
understatement. In addition to the
Grade 7 play rehearsals and
commemorating Mandela Day, we
have been involved in several other
school activities including playing
sport (the last of the hockey/rugby/
netball season and the first of the
football/athletics season), going on
outings, hosting PAT Chats and other
events, and sending boys off on tours
– cultural this time, not sporting.

WEEK A
Monday 5 August
07h30 SP Parade Practice
09h30 Grade 7 Play: Shrek (SP and DSG)
11h15 Inter-house Football (Snr)
(Fairlawn)
13h00 JP HOD and Teachers Intervention
Planning (Fairlawn)
13h30 PAT Chats - all JP Grades and
Grade 6 (no G6 afternoon classes)
13h45 Football: U10A/U11A/U12A/U13A
vs Good Shepherd (H)

Tuesday 6 August
07h30
07h30
10h15
11h15
11h15
11h15
13h30

SP Parade Practice
JP Geography Day
SP I/house Gen Knowledge Quiz
Inter-house Football (Jnr)
SP Athletics Heats
Inter-house Squash (SAC)
PAT Chats - All JP Grades and
Grade 4 (no G4 afternoon classes)
19h00 Grade 7 Production - Gala
Performance

I had occasion this weekend to
reflect on an event that has already
passed and that I wish I had written
more about at the time, namely the
JP Grandparents Day. The reason for
the reflection this weekend was my
mother-in-law’s 80th birthday.
My wife and I hosted 25-odd octogenarians and nonagenarians at the
retirement village my mum-in-law
lives at up in KZN. Taking time to
chat to these experienced folk who,
although in some instances frail, are

Sir Ken Robinson in one of his many
books on reforming education talks of
successes in the teaching of reading
through the members of an old-age
home who were brought in to help
teachers with individual reading. He
speaks too of the uplifting effect on
the elderly at the same time.
Despite the weight of credible evidence pointing to the value of older
people in the lives of children, I think
there is a tendency, evident in the
popular press, to underestimate or
demean the contribution grandparents make through the use of
sentimental labels or reductive
generalisations. It is my wish that,
through occasions like Grandparents
Day, we continue to honour the older
people in our children’s lives and the
profound contribution they make to
their education, understood in the
most expansive terms.
On that note, I would like to wish the
Grade 7 Boys all the very best for
their production of Shrek Jnr! They
have been working exceptionally
hard and we are all looking forward
to the final product coming together
on stage – and I look forward to
seeing all our grandparents there
too!
Mr B

NEC ASPERA TERRENT

Pre-Primary

“We thought we were just
having fun,
but it turns out,
we created memories.”
Adventure Awaits
- Richard Aldington
The Pre-Primary children have had
fabulous fun learning all about
different types of transport. Last week
they focused on air travel and were
thrilled when they had a helicopter
land on the field delivering the
Cookie Day treats to the Gr 000s.
A huge thank you to Grant and Alex
Soule of iNyathi Game Capture for
their time and for allowing all the
children to sit in the helicopter!

Parent Project

As we approach the end of term and
our theme, the children will be learning about all types of water transport.
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Next week on break-up day
(Wednesday 7 August) we’ll be
having a ‘Float your Boat‘ challenge.
Please help your child build a boat or
float at home from recyclable materials for them to float.
Reminders:
• Please return all Report
portfolos before the end of term.
• School closes on Wednesday 7
August at 11h30. Please collect
your child promptly as there will
be no aftercare on this day.
• Please ensure your child has a
spare set of clothes in their bag
or locker.
• Please ensure your child has a
healthy snack.
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Junior Prep

What it Takes To Be
A True Blue
Respect is one of the most important
virtues a person can have. Children
need our guidance and assistance in
learning the value of respecting self
and others. Teaching children how to
respect others will ensure that they
develop positive relationships with
their family, friends and teachers
throughout their life. It has been
noted that children are likely to do
what we do, rather than what we say.
Respect is taught in many ways, but
ultimately it is about ensuring that
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our children treat others kindly and
lead happy lives. Some of the most
important traits your child can gain
from learning to show respect are
good manners, tolerance, listening,
and being open-minded. With the
True Blue Certificates we hand out
during Assembly, we aim to recognise and encourage respectfulness in
our Preppies.
Last week, the children enjoyed
being part of the Kagan Expo at
Prep. There was lively interaction
in all the Prep classrooms; excited
groups comparing answers and
giving out high fives.
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“Success is not the key
to happiness.
Happiness is the key
to success.
If you love what you are doing,
you will be successful.”
- Herman Cain

Senior Prep

“An investment in
knowledge
pays the best interest.”
- Benjamin Franklin

Prep: The Leading
Kagan School
in South Africa
Prep hosted its first Kagan Expo
last week, facilitating both a structure and cooperative meeting, as
well as a classroom observation
slot. These showcased where Prep
is with regards to implementing
collaborative learning through
engagement.
Thirty-five delegates from across
South Africa joined us as we
worked, watching the engagement
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and methods used. They most
certainly left enthusiastic and wellequipped to pursue their own Kagan
journey at their various educational
institutions. Prep staff and children
were absolutely fabulous and the
feedback that we have received has
been overwhelmingly positive.
There is no doubt that St Andrew’s
Prep is the leading Kagan school in
South Africa. This is exciting
pedagogy indeed, as we add to our
children’s skills-sets in
preparation for their individual life
journeys.
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MUSIC

Music, Music, Music!
Prep is a wonderful place for venturing into the world of music and trying
your hand at various instruments.
From Grade 1, our Preppies take up
two instruments as part of the school
programme: Recorder and Marimba.
These provide the basis of wind and
percussion and also lead the child
into the world of sight reading music.
Sometimes - though not often children will decide, having done
music for three years at Junior Prep
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- that music is not for them and they
move on to explore other avenues.
But more often than not, music is well
and truly embedded in their hearts by
then, and they opt to try out (and do
very well on) other instruments.
Several of our Senior Preppies are
proficient on two instruments or
more.
This was evident again at the Grade
4 and 5 Music Concert this week,
where boys played their pieces well
on one instrument and then switched
to another.
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“Music is the great uniter.
An incredible force.
Something that people who differ
on everything and anything else
can have in common.”
Sarah Dessen

SPORT

Punching Above
Their Weight
“Practice like you’ve never won.
Play like you’ve never lost.”
– Unknown

Our little Preppie girls really did us
proud on the weekend when coming
up against the mighty Collegiate.
I am always reminding our Junior
Preppies that we are a much smaller
school and so we fare remarkably
well against schools that sometimes
have at least six times as many
children per grade. This was the
case against Collegiate this weekend
and our results were phenomenal.
Results of matches are:
Hockey
U9B Girls vs Collegiate: lost 2 – 3
U9A Girls vs Collegiate: won 3 – 0
Netball
U9A vs Collegiate: won 5 – 1

Quick Switch
It is amazing how quickly the pupils and staff have switched from a
very busy Winter Sports season to
Athletics and Football. The staff and
coaches are now in the process of
coaching and selecting teams.
Good luck to all the boys and girls in
their new activities.
The rugby season ended on a high
with the highly anticipated Inter-house
rugby competition. All three Houses
produced outstanding teams.
Fantastic rugby was played and the
10-man format suited all the teams to
ensure running rugby. Well done!
Winning Houses:
Juniors: Tigers
Seniors: Griffin.

I do apologise for the late notice in
the change of time of the Netball. I
was entirely at fault, as I missed the
schedule change that came through
during the week. Thank you, Mrs
Blaine, for stepping in and letting
everyone know timeously and for
running a superb U9 Girls’ Hockey
season.
I want to extend my heartfelt thanks
to all our winter sport coaches,
particularly the team I work with, who
have supported and worked tirelessly
to ensure a fabulous winter sports
season is under the belt.
As you have noticed, Athletics
training commenced on Monday 29
July, for this week and then we
conclude our Sports Programme for
the second term.

Inter-house Cross Country results:
Seniors
1st Griffin
2nd Lions
3rd Tigers

Heidi Fowlds
MIC JP Sport

Patrick Gumunyu
Director of Sports
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Juniors
1st Tigers
2nd Lions
3rd Griffin
Individual Cross-Country Results:
Juniors
1st Liam Painter 6mins, 17.24secs
2nd Steffan Eksteen
3rd Joshua Van Zyl
Seniors
1st Julius Rocher 9mins, 27.37secs
2nd Mitchell Coventry
3rd Nicholas Field
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Attack!
Dodge!
Scoop!

Lions: First place
Griffin: Second place
Tigers: Third place

Last week the hockey club took the
game to Webster in its House
colours. The three Houses got to
battle it out and compete to
determine who came out on top of
the hockey logs. It was a real pleasure to watch the sides in action as
they were comprised of mixed teams,
with boys across all the sides playing
together. The games took place over
two days, where each House played
against each other twice.
The quality of hockey was superb
and the real inter-house `gees’ was
on display!
The Junior results came down to
goals scored as Lions and Tigers
were tied on points and Lions
prevailed having scored two more
goals.
The Senior results were determined
by adding the overall points from the
A and B pool together – giving Lions
the win with Griffin in second place.
Results for Junior Inter-house
Hockey:
Lions: First place
Tigers: Second place
Griffin: Third place
Senior Inter-house Hockey:

On Friday, the 2019 Leavers team
took on the Fiery Staff Dream Team.
The weather was perfect and the
build-up to the game was full of banter. After the Stayers had humbled
the Leavers side the week before,
there was a serious amount of pride
on the line. The stage was set for an
epic showdown – which is exactly
what we got.
There was a great amount of talent,
experience and class on display for
the staff who took an early lead in the
match. However, complacency soon
set in and the Leavers were quick to
take advantage of errors at the back.
In order to keep the game interesting
the Leavers goals were worth three
points each. They took full advantage
of this by scoring two quick goals and
had the Staff chasing them for the
rest of the game.
In the end the Staff rugby imports
lacked the finesse to score the
equalising goals and the boys walked
off victorious with a score of 6-5.
What a great afternoon of fun and an
awesome way to conclude a great
season. Thanks to all for the support.
Nick Heymans
Hockey Coach

Upcoming Sports Tours
Katburg Golf Tour: 6-8 September
U13A Knysna Cricket Tour: 19-22 September
U11A Knysna Cricket Tour: 23-36 September
U12/U13 Basketball Tour to Johannesburg: 25-27 October
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Worth The Merit
Grade 5
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Merits House

Kevin Turk

20

Tigers

Khanya
Mtyenene

20

Lions

